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the

messenger was fawless and untarnished, therefore the language in
which it was revealed must sErve as a

The Arabic l-anguage

Of the ancient middle Eastern Semitic
family, the only surviving languages are
Arabic, Hebrew and Amharic (the lastnamed being spoken in Ethiopia). They
are related to the extinct but historically
significant Aramaic, Phoenician ,nd
Syriac; more distantly to the Ancient
Egyptian of the Pharaohs. An appreciable literature has survived from alllhese
Semitic tongues, as from Himyaritic or
South-Arabian. not to be confused with

extended

scure Ar

Arabic.

stretching

The subject under consideration is the
literature preserved in the Arabic language; it is not the literature of the Arabs

West to
East, embracing a population of Spaniards, Berlrcrs, Syrians, Persians and
others.

The role of the

At

Persians

the time of the Islamic conquest,

there were two great powers

forgery. The language

of

in the West-

ern world, Byzantium and Fersia; by
mid-seventh century, the latter was a part
of the Islamic Empire, and has been a
Muslim country ever since. It only took
a century for the axis of the new empire
to need removal from the Byzantine to
the Iranian sphere of infuence, as the
capital was transferred from Damascus to
Baghdad, r,vhere it remained for five

Guif.
Theoretically, Arabic literature commences with pre-Islamic poetrli in practice, Western and Eastern scholars have
rejected nruch of this as a subsequent
Claisical

Arabic is based on that of the Quran, or

centurles.

The desert Arabs, suddenly finding
with the administrative
problerns of a vast and multi-racial emthernselves faced

vine Word spoken through the mouth of
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pressions, remaining nevertheless utterlv
distinct from ArabiJin all its basic forms.
For a long_time, the language of litera-

ture and administration continued to be
make adjustof a complex
world of the
camels and

Arabic
ments
society
desert,

Muslims resided outside it until comparatively recently.
In time, portions of the empire asserted their ind6pendence and natibnal literatures re-emerged within the world of
Islam. This was especially true of the
humanistic field: Peisian poeffy attained
a production which was no whit inferior
to the _output in Arabic, whether quantitatively or in quality. Subsequently the
Turks and others made theii coniribu-

new concepts.
. 11- r1as, however, not only in language
itself that hybrid twins emeiged froir tf,e
daily contact of Arabs and Persians: the
Persians were obliged to express thernselves in Arabic, "so that ih.ir works
Un'familiarity with Arabic Literature

When one refects that iiterature was
r so wide a portion of
for so many centuries
es at the height of a
becomes clear that the
amount of books written in Arabic must
have been very great indeed. Why then
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is this literature comparatively so iittle
known in the Westl
Three main reasons may be adduced,
as follows:

r)

The destruction caused by rhe }rfon-

z)

Fresentation of the literature rvith
an Islamic slant;
Cost of publication and translation.

gols;

3)

Wiren the Ivlongols invaded the Middle
East, mosques were used as stables for
their horses, while paper frorn books
served for their bedding. Even the human
holocaust is beyond computation; how
much worse must have been the fate of
libraries in cities

Many

books

viewed'the worl
lamic Weltansch
perplex and repel the would-be European
reader; he may often need a basic understanding of Islamic civilisation and custom to appreciate the unfamiliar presentation.
It was not

until 17z6 that a religious
dignitary in Istanbul gave his solemn and
considered verdict that the printing press
w-as not dangerous and diabolical. Prior
to that time, and often even later, books
had to
script;
this al

6r
Literature of tlte lahiliyya
Although we have no evidence that
the numerous pre-Islamic poems were
committed to writing until some generations after their com"position, it w&rld be
a mistake to dismiss the entire complex
of this literature as forgery; especialiy
since many Eastero nations have maintained a strong tradition of oral literature
and the Arabs were famous for their
memories as for their appreciation of this
poetry. Further, it cannot have sprung
ieady-formed into the light of history
with th
Islam. Whether
one can
to the identity of
a.given
matter, since pla-

giarism

then than

else-

where.

The pre-Islamic age, which of course
in the days
of the Prophet, is referred to as the
lahiliyya, or the days of ignorance. As
in so many other world literatures, we
note the earliest surviving compositions
were poetical, already in an advanced
state of development. In fact, the sixth
century poets are today considered to be
includes the existing literature

ants.

entails a great deal of labour, coilating
far-flung manuscripts; u,hen the rvork is
published, whether in the original or in

It follows therefore that much literature has vanished, that more lies unknown in manuscript form scattered
through the libraries of the world, and
that what had been published has often
never been translated into a European
language.

also the successive references to various
themes. They expressed intensely personal sentiments, though the limited horizons of the desert ofiered few subjects.
Poems could be panegyric, satirical or
erotic, and the satires of tribal poets were
much feared by other tribes, since the
desert Arab was hypersensitive about his
honour and dreaded ridicule.
The most famous of these early poems
were the seven ,\Iu'allaqat, said to have
been hung in golden letters on the rvalls
of Mecca's chief shrine. Traditionally,
the most outstanding poet was Imrul
9oyt. These early odes have been translated into several foreign languages;
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The Quran exerted a far greater inon the development of ihe Arabic
language and literatule than did ShakesDante on
ld to con; the comfl.uence

obedience

poeT, distinguished from the qasidah by
rts shortness.
Th.e Go,Lden Age of lslatn

It

was not until the establisirment of

Among by-products with world-wide conmetropolis, not in that of the pre-Islamic
desert,

Harrfn's half-Persian son Ma'mrfn was
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rents:
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poets, saints or learned men. Arab writers

changed

it d
longer in

made

occupy so prominent a place

ings of the Arabs.

in the writ-

The Writirug of History
f literature are quite
the Arabs: these inthe drama, which did

tions and inconsistencies being left for the
reader to weigh up for himself. The
most famous of these histories, that of the
Persian Tabari, attempts a study of the
world from the creation, naturally devoting most space to the history of klam
when that period is reached. It contains

Portmg.
Scientific Literature

In this article, one can only hint at
the breadth of the scientific field covered.
Medical literature included the works of

more familiar in Europe under the name
of Avicenna. F{e was however first and
her.

the Persian chronicles

of the Sassanian

hilosophy, the Arabic
lly infuenced by the
ors, whose work was
presented in Arabic in a cast acceptable
to the Islamic and Eastern mentality.
Aristotle was the dominant infuence, and
among the great Arabic philosophical
treatises, those of al-Kindi and al-Farabi
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stand out
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in

mentioned

addition to the previously
Ibn Sina. Al-Kindi was

importani as a writer on political theory,
inspired by the works of both Plato and
Aristotle.
It is well known that modern astr,onomy and chemistry have developed out of
asirology and alchemy. Those'mediaeval
scien

tems
basic

did
ology
Eng-

rabic scienc.

,"T"r::

Cs. The astrolosers
"the

had here also availed themselves of
earlier work of the Greek Ptolemy. A
noted writer on astronomical and mathematical subjects was al-Birflni; it is less
well known in the \ est that the Persian
poet Umar Khayyam is in fact regarded
in his native land chiefly as a scientist.
Many_wrote far greater poetry.
Al-Jahiz, a 9th-centur-y Persian frorn
Basra, was among the most fertile of all
writers, and there was hardly a subject
with which he did not concern himielf.
He hired bookshops and spent the entire
night in them sa-tisfying his avid intellectual curiousity. One of his manv
famous works, ihe Kitab ul Hayaouan',
or Book of the Animals, is not as ifs name
suggests pri
but rather a
about every
ed to point
of the Creator.
Literd,ture after tlte Mongols

Despite the havoc they wrought in
Asia, the Mongol invasions'did not-directly affect the Muslim kingdoms in Africa.

One ccinsequence

of their occupation of

Persia was that that countryr now defini-

tiveiy cut off from the Arab lands, saw
a national renaissance in which all literature was_composed in Persian. Not long
afterwards, the Ottoman Turks took over
conirol of most of the Muslim u,orld, and
they too preferred literature in Persian or
even Turkish, when religious issues were
not involved.

it is of

interest that probably the

greatest Arabic rvriter after the kfongotr

invasion was a North African, Ibn
Khaldun of Tunis. A fourteenth cenrurv
Arab who received his education in th!
brilliant Fa
Fez, he
grew up in
lim cultural centre
rab, unaffected by Persian or Turkish culture.
F{e is famous as sociologist, historian and
philosopler. His widr knowledge was
acguired by travels far afield to Cairo
and Granada. He is most weil known

Egypt.

A new generation of

Arabic

